Reduce your cycling times by 30%
Well-to-well temperature uniformity of +/- 0.1°C

The RoboCycler™ 40 Temperature Cycler takes the most innovative approach ever to thermal cycling. While conventional systems ramp the temperature of a single block, the four-block RoboCycler 40 Temperature cycler uses a robotic arm to quickly move samples from one block to another. The results? A dramatic 30% reduction in cycle times. And unmatched well-to-well temperature uniformity of +/- 0.1°C.

The RoboCycler 40 Temperature Cycler completely avoids the problem of temperature nonuniformity. Single-block cycler blocks develop hot spots because of the need to quickly ramp temperature. In contrast, temperatures of the RoboCycler 40 temperature cycler-well blocks remain constant throughout a cycling program. And upon completion, the samples are safely stored in the cold block.

The system's user-friendly interface simplifies programming. The hot blocks can be programmed from 25° to 99°C, the cold block from 6° to 20°C. Program information and run status are displayed on the LCD or printed to an optional serial printer.

The RoboCycler 40 Temperature Cycler...The answer when speed and consistency are critical.

Please contact Stratagene for the distributor nearest you.
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Special Offer: Purchase any USB Ultrapure product at a 25% discount.* October 1 - November 15, 1992

At USB each Ultrapure reagent is rigorously tested to assure consistent quality. We understand that the results of your work rely on the quality of our Ultrapure products for accurate, consistent results in the most critical applications. USB goes to great lengths to offer only the highest purity biochemicals. USB Ultrapure reagents, like all of our products, are guaranteed—we will replace any product with which you are not completely satisfied.

**USB Ultrapure reagents:** Acrylamide, Agar, Cesium Chloride, Dithiothreitol, Formamide, Glycerol, Glycine, Glycylglycine, Guanidine-HCl, Guanidine Thiocyanate, N,N'-Methylene-Bis-Acrylamide, Phenol, Sodium Dodecyl Sulfate, Sucrose, Taurine, Tris, Urea, TAE and TBE Buffer Concentrates, 6% and 8% DNA Sequencing Gel Mixes, 1M Tris-HCl (pH 7.0, 7.5, or 8.0), 2M Tris-HCl, 50X TE Buffer, 1M HEPES Buffer (pH 7.3), 20% SDS, 50X Denhardt's Solution, Equilibrated Phenol, and RNase Free Water.


*Offer available by request only, from participating dealers.
Otimize each part of the pre- and post-PCR process — primers, sample preparation, and product detection — maximizes the speed and cost efficiency of the process as a whole. Now laboratories can complete their research faster, more economically and with reliable results, by improving the critical steps of the PCR process using products from Beckman.

MAKE YOUR OWN Oligonucleotides IN LESS TIME, FOR LESS COST

Substantial time and cost advantages can be gained by synthesizing high-quality oligonucleotides immediately on demand. New from Beckman, the Oligo 1000 DNA Synthesizer simplifies oligonucleotide synthesis so that any researcher can easily make high-quality, research-ready oligonucleotides in four to five hours. No further purification is required prior to using your custom oligonucleotides in the PCR process.

Additionally, the Oligo 1000 DNA Synthesizer reduces costs by 30% or more. Scale of synthesis as low as 0.03 pmol can be used. And reagent life is twice as long as is currently available on other DNA synthesizers.

AUTOMATE THE TEDIOUS SAMPLE PREPARATION STEPS

The BIOMEK® 1000 BioRobotics System from Beckman is ideally suited for precise and efficient pre- and post-PCR sample handling. This fully automated workstation allows you to process thousands of samples per day. Accuracy and reproducibility of low volume pipetting reduces reagent costs and provides consistent reactions. Its ability to interface with a variety of labware offers the flexibility of using standard PCR plates and tube formats. Plus, contamination is effectively controlled with disposable aerosol-barrier pipette tips.

IMPROVE YOUR DETECTION THROUGH HIGHER SENSITIVITY AND LOWER SAMPLE CONSUMPTION

Laser-induced fluorescence (LIF) detection is ideally suited to improve detectability in capillary electrophoresis. The P/ACE™ 2000 Series Capillary Electrophoresis System with LIF detection from Beckman offers an alternative method to classical electrophoretic techniques for verification of the size and purity of PCR products. LIF sensitivity is comparable to autoradiography, delivering up to 400X better sensitivity than CE with UV detection using only nanoliters of the product.² PCR products pre-stained with intercalating dyes can be analyzed at extremely low levels. Plus, the P/ACE 2000 is fully automated; up to 23 samples may be loaded.

REACH THE FINISH LINE FASTER

Beckman products optimize accuracy with automation and operational simplicity before and after the amplification step. This assurance of lower cost, error-free performance is The Beckman Plus that will help you reach the finish line faster.

Ask your Beckman representative for free applications and technical information about DNA synthesis, BioRobotics, capillary electrophoresis, centrifugation, spectrophotometry, and other gene research products by calling 1-800-742-2345 (U.S.) or your local Beckman office.

¹ PCR is covered by U.S. patents owned by Hoffman-La Roche Inc.
Although the road is a long one, investigators are making exciting progress toward their goal of mapping the human genome. This issue contains a wall chart, Genome Maps III (pages 87 to 102), as well as Research Articles, Articles, a Perspective, and News stories relating to genome mapping. [Illustration: Susan Nowosiawski, Washington, DC]
Introducing PepTag™ Non-Radioactive Protein Kinase Assays...

The assay is based on "hot pink" fluorescently labeled peptides with a net positive charge. Phosphorylation changes the charge of the peptide to net negative which is detected via a rapid, 15 minute agarose gel separation.

- SENSITIVE—Fluorescent detection limit: 2ng. Spectrophotometric detection: 10ng.
- FAST—Qualitative assay in 1.5 hours. Quantitative assay in 3 hours.
- FLEXIBLE—Purified or crude samples; quantitation via spectrophotometer, spectrofluorimeter, or densitometer.

...only from Promega.

Sufficient reagents for 120 assays and a detailed protocol are provided.

- PepTag Non-Radioactive Protein Kinase C Assay, Cat.# V5330
- PepTag Non-Radioactive cAMP-Dependent Protein Kinase Assay, Cat.# V5340

Also available—High quality purified Protein Kinase C and cyclic nucleotide dependent protein kinases.

For more information on PepTag Kinase Assays, request your copy of Technical Bulletin 132.
Reach your finish line faster with New England Biolabs' CircumVent™ DNA Sequencing Kit.

Why use conventional methods when you can take advantage of the new CircumVent™ Kit for your dideoxy DNA sequencing? It's fast, simple, uses less template and eliminates time consuming 'hands-on' preparatory steps that can take up to 40 minutes for ss DNA and 2 hours for ds DNA. And because CircumVent™ is the only DNA sequencing kit that uses highly thermostable Vent™ (exo-) DNA polymerase, sequencing reactions are performed directly in your thermal cycler. After a simple five minute set-up, you just walk away and return when your reactions are complete and ready to load.

- Fast and easy. Saves valuable research time. No need to denature double stranded DNA templates, eliminates centrifugation steps and independent priming steps. Ideal for multiple sample preparation.
- Permits direct sequencing from colonies, plaques, cosmids or PCR* reactions.
- Incorporates 35S or 33P radiolabel
- Requires only nanograms of template. Only femtomoles when using 32P or 33P end-labeled primers.
- Diminished secondary structure effects due to high temperature reaction.

For Thermal Cycle DNA Sequencing, it's fast and simple.

Circle No. 24 on Readers' Service Card

For more information about the new CircumVent™ DNA Sequencing Kit, call 1-800-NEB-LABS.

*PCR is covered by U.S. patents issued to the Cetus Corporation.
This has been a busy year for the Human Genome Project. Increasingly, researchers sense that many of the project’s goals, which seemed grandiose when they were first proposed, are now realistic. The research presented in this issue of Science exemplifies some of the best and most exciting advances in genome research.

The X chromosome is a focus of major research activity because it is the location of a myriad of genes responsible for disorders including muscular dystrophy and various forms of mental retardation. The current tally of disease-related genes mapped on this chromosome alone is 111. At the center of this issue is a wall chart that shows the progress that has been made in genetic and physical mapping over the entire X chromosome. The wall chart was prepared and reviewed by Jean-Louis Mandel and an international group of investigators. The table of disease-related genes on the X chromosome not only illustrates how much has been accomplished in cloning and characterizing such genes, but also points out some of the hot genes that are sure to be mapped in the near future. A second table, assembled by scientists at the Genome Data Base and GenBank, presents an update of research on all the human chromosomes. Strategies for mapping and their application to the isolation and characterization of disease-related genes on the X chromosome as well as to questions of chromosome inactivation and molecular evolution are discussed in the article by Mandel et al. that accompanies the chart.

For the Human Genome Project to proceed efficiently, there must be cooperation among a large and (not unexpectedly) competitive group of scientists. The article by the NIH/CEPH Collaborative Mapping Group (representing research coordinated by the National Institutes of Health in the United States and the Centre d’Etude du Polymorphisme Humain in France) provides the fruits of an extraordinary collaboration among more than 100 authors to generate genetic linkage maps for 23 chromosomes. The map of each chromosome represents the compilation of many independently generated maps in one accessible format. To provide the best resource for the scientific community, we are publishing, as an appendix at the back of the issue, a table summarizing characteristics and relevant citations for the markers used to build the maps.

The two Research Articles from David Page and his collaborators show that outstanding research accomplishments do not require enormous laboratories. They describe the physical mapping of the Y chromosome by deletion mapping and by assembly of large fragments of Y DNA. This landmark achievement will open a door to understanding human evolution, the development of the Y chromosome, and the basis for abnormalities in the Y. These articles and related scientific advances are explored by Leslie Roberts in the Research News section.

The genetic and physical maps being generated, and the sequence information that is to come, are tools that will be used to pry out the genetic components of complex diseases such as cancer and heart disease. The potential exists to develop preventive strategies and therapies for genetically inherited diseases. Genome maps will also be used to answer fundamental biological questions. Once genes have been mapped along the chromosome it will be possible to determine the functional or evolutionary significance of their relative locations. Christine Farr and Peter Goodfellow have contributed a Perspective in which they explore the hidden messages that have already been found in genetic maps. The Reports section contains papers dealing with other applications of genome technology.

However, technological, economic, and political problems still must be faced before the potential of the project can be realized. An ongoing challenge is to handle the flood of data being generated in a manner that will allow a rapid, unimpeded flow of information in the most user-friendly form. Although technological advances are being made that will decrease the costs of the genome project, the global economic situation is influencing strategic planning. Peter Aldhous in the Research News section discusses some of the problems that have beset the genome project in France.

A banquet of genome-related research and issues has been laid out before you in the pages of Science this week. Enjoy!
For Western blotting applications, ECL™ systems are simply the best! - but don’t just take our word for it. After just two years, ECL has become the most referenced light-based system, proving it works.

No other system is as sensitive or as fast as ECL.

- Orders of magnitude more sensitive
- Results in minutes, often seconds
- Simple multiple reprobing
- Hard copy results

Let ECL Western blotting systems help you get ahead.

Extensive bibliography - the proof that it works

For further information contact your local office.

ECL, ECL+device and Amersham are trademarks of Amersham International plc
Top Quark Search

Faye Flam's article "Researchers quell quark rumor: The top is still at large" (News & Comment, 24 July, p. 475) raises some issues that are more important to high-energy physics than whether or not the top quark really has been seen. The article states that the disagreement between physicists in the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) collaboration and Gary Goldstein, Krys Sliwa, and Richard Dalitz is "about the significance of the discovery [of candidate top quark events] and the extent to which outsiders like Goldstein and Dalitz should have access to their colleagues' unpublished data." My impression from reading the article is that the work of Goldstein et al. did not receive a fair review and that the "godfather committee" focused its criticism on the fact that the "outsiders" did not have a right to study the data in the first place. Innovative research is always controversial. The very essence of the scientific process is criticizing and responding to criticism.

CDF points to the top quark discovery rumors as reason enough not to share the data. Physicists are by nature conservative when it comes to evaluating the work of someone other than themselves. Upon hearing the rumors, most of my colleagues were intrigued but skeptical. There was no "damage" caused by these rumors, as the article implies.

CDF's accusation that the releasing of the 1988–1989 data violated the unwritten ethics of sharing data with outsiders seems to me to be a straw man. How long do government-supported experimenters have exclusive rights to data? Even the data from the Cosmic Background Explorer satellite were released after more than a year of analysis. The current procedure is analogous to theorists copyrighting their ideas and not allowing anybody to use them until they decide to permit their use. Of course CDF should have first shot at analyzing its own data, but after 3 years why should it not be available to everyone in the scientific community?

In order for CDF to continue doing the top-rate physics it is known for, scientific disputes should not be judged in secret; outside experts should be allowed to examine the issues.

Oscar Hernández
Department of Physics, McGill University, Montreal, Quebec, Canada H3A 2T8

I wish to respond to Flam's article "Researchers quell quark rumor: The top is still at large." When Flam contacted me a few weeks ago asking that I comment on the status of my work on top quarks at the Collider Detector at Fermilab (CDF) and on the article which appeared in the 27 June 1992 New Scientist, I declined any comment. I did so because the physics analysis as well as the internal CDF review of all top quark searches is still under way. While I still consider any comments to reporters premature, I feel compelled to set the record straight.

In 1991, Goldstein and Dalitz developed an elegant method (1) for analyzing the one, already published, CDF high transverse-energy "electron-muon" event. In February 1992, I suggested to Goldstein, my colleague at Tufts University, a modification to their original method in order to extend the Dalitz-Goldstein analysis technique to events of the "lepton+4jets" type. In close collaboration, Goldstein, Dalitz, and I jointly developed a computer program modifying the original method of Goldstein and Dalitz. The resulting technique, along with Monte Carlo modeling, but not involving any experimental data, has been submitted for publication. Goldstein and I presented informal progress reports on the modified method to CDF in March and April 1992.

In addition to being on the faculty at Tufts University, I am also a member of the CDF collaboration and the leader of Tufts' CDF Group. Having developed, together with Goldstein and Dalitz, a modified analysis technique, I proceeded to apply this modified method to the analysis of CDF experimental data. I am in agreement with statements by CDF spokespersons that only persons intimately familiar with software developed by the CDF collaboration and with the experimental configuration can perform a credible analysis of such data applying proper corrections and taking into account various features of the actual detector instrumentation.

I made available to Goldstein summary files of lepton and jet momenta for a small number of interesting events identified by my analysis and informed him of some preliminary results of my CDF data analysis. I did not believe that sharing my progress and results from some interesting events with a colleague who had co-developed the method "violated an unwritten code of ethics by sharing data with outsiders," as
suggested in Flam’s article. I have not given access to either the actual raw CDF data or to any subset of raw or “processed data” which could provide the basis of any conclusive physics analysis.

I respect the CDF policy of not releasing data until they are validated and until such release is authorized by the CDF internal “blessing” procedures. I have no dispute with the CDF policy; we are all aware of situations where sporadic events or partial indications have led to mistaken claims and retractions.

Krzysztof Sliwa
Department of Physics,
Tufts University,
Medford, MA 02155

REFERENCES

Detecting Explosives

Because airline luggage inspection is an important application of science and technology, we would like to clarify some points discussed in A. Fainberg’s excellent and comprehensive article “Explosives detection for aviation security” (20 March, p. 1531).

The “associated production” technique is singled out by Fainberg as one of the four newer nuclear methods for detecting explosives. We have been evaluating this method for the Department of Energy (DOE), primarily for national security applications such as arms control verification of nuclear (or chemical) weapons, which include a conventional high-explosive component. To our knowledge, no DOE funds are now directed toward airport security.

The strongest advantage for associated production (which is usually referred to as the “associated-particle” method for neutron-inelastic scattering) is its ability to penetrate, identify, and image explosives, that is, to provide a separate tomographic image of each elemental constituent within sealed containers. All chemical elements having larger atomic numbers than 4 (beryllium) are measurable. In particular, data have been collected by Nuclear Diagnostics Systems (NDS) showing detection of more than a half dozen high explosives (such as C4, PBX, and TNT) on the basis of carbon, oxygen, and nitrogen ratios. Because of this wide-ranging capability for nondestructive examination, applications of this technology have been pursued not only for arms control and luggage inspection but also for drugs and other contraband.

Fainberg mentions the need for “an appropriate, reliable accelerator.” In fact, NDS has developed a state-of-the-art, compact-sealed, continuous deuterium-tritium accelerator that incorporates a tritium target and an alpha-detecting scintillator. An electrode focuses the ion beam so that neutrons are produced from a small “spot” (with a diameter of 1 millimeter) needed for imaging. This design differs significantly from well-logging neutron generators.

Ten of the accelerators have been built and improved since 1985 and used by NDS. Their average operating life was about 2000 hours at an output of 10⁶ neutrons per second; seven are still operable at less than 10⁶ neutrons per second. A full system was recently delivered to Argonne National Laboratory and was operating the next day. A rate of more than 10⁷ neutrons per second was achieved during qualification tests. Because the associated-particle method strongly discriminates against background, operating radiation levels are lower than for other high-energy radiation generator techniques.

The signal and background for a specific application depend on the neutron output, the efficiency and solid angle of the gamma-ray detectors, pulse pile-up, accidental coincidences, and other factors. The optimum neutron output is about 10⁶ neutrons.

**DYNABEADS® M-280 STREPTAVIDIN**

**YOU SET THE LIMITS!**

- Rapidly immobilize biotinylated nucleic acids on Dynabeads M-280 Streptavidin
- 100% elimination of all contaminants through magnetic separation
- PCR* directly on the Dynabeads®
- Convenient - entire application is performed in a single tube
- High Sensitivity - monodisperse magnetic beads ensure reproducible results

Dynal, Inc.
475 Northern Blvd.
Great Neck, NY 11021
Fax:(516) 829-0045
Call: 1-800-638-9416

* The PCR process is the subject of patent applications of Cetus Corporation.
per second for the systems developed by NDS for physical security. For these reasons, a further increase in neutron output will not reduce the required measurement time. Because luggage inspection requires relatively low amounts of irradiation, an increase in intensity and lifetime is not needed for the NDS sealed-tube neutron generator.

As Fainberg points out, the most effective system would integrate different types of sensors and detectors. An option that he does not mention is to directly use complementary and synergistic information to maximize detection probability while minimizing false-alarm rates and inspection times. For example, rather than sequential AND/OR logic, the actual integration of the data from an x-ray unit linked to an associated-particle system would provide improvement. In a piece of luggage, a suspicious geometric object imaged by x-rays could be probed for high explosives by the associated-particle method. This would substantially increase the detection confidence of the combined x-ray–associated-particle system while reducing the overall false-alarm rate.

A. DeVolpi
E. A. Rhodes
Argonne National Laboratory,
9700 South Cass Avenue,
Argonne, IL 60439

NSF’s New Home

Kudos to National Science Foundation (NSF) director Walter Massey for indicating his unwillingness to dip into the NSF research and development (R&D) budget to fund the NSF’s new building in the event that it receives no overall budget increase in fiscal year 1993 (Science-Scope, 24 July, p. 471). Many who have visited the existing quarters agree that a new home is well deserved. But Massey, in the tradition of his predecessors since Vannevar Bush, has signaled with his stance that NSF remains committed to optimizing substantive opportunities for basic R&D funding. Like scientists at many campus laboratories supported by NSF, Massey and his staff continue to forego many of the amenities enjoyed by colleagues in other careers so that available funds can be applied to the substance of scientific work.

The upgrading of both the aesthetic and functional quality of the space in which science is administered and conducted cannot be long ignored, however, particularly if science is to succeed in attracting its share of top new talent. For now, Massey seems to recognize that NSF might need to continue its vigorous promotion of science from existing offices, along with many working scientists who strive to continue to produce pathbreaking research in some of the more cramped corners of our nation’s campuses.

William E. Cooper
Dean, Faculty of the Liberal Arts and Sciences,
Tulane University,
New Orleans, LA 70118

Epistemology and Anthropology

If paleoanthropology is really so “underaxiomatized” and “conceptually or paradigmatically” impoverished (G. A. Clark, Letters, 31 July, p. 597), we’d better get it straightened out epistemologically-wise. I’m on Clark’s side, I think—we’d better rush a few axioms, paradigms, and even lowly concepts in there, refute a few Popperian hypotheses for good measure, and knock those protocols into shape.

But it isn’t just Clark’s epistemology that constitutes a “deplorable situation.” Perhaps I could be allowed to say where I’m “coming from” with an empirical observation (no “explicit ... inferential basis” here). If Clark doesn’t start paying the English language the respect it deserves, it will be more than the “epistemological infrastructure” of his discipline that goes down the tubes into the great paleoanthropological midden. “I can’t stand it any-
more! You're driving me ... crazy . . . .
Golly," Mr. Clark!

Andrew J. Forester  
Dartside Consulting,  
151 Yonge Boulevard,  
Toronto, Ontario M5M 3H3, Canada

AAUP's Role

The slug ("San Diego State faces the tenure police") heading the item in the 31 July ScienceScope (p. 603) is in such bad taste as to be appalling. If the writer had been on the San Diego faculty, I dare say he/she would have regarded it as entirely appropriate that the American Association of University Professors (AAUP) should conduct an investigation to decide whether the university had no choice about laying off faculty and had acted fairly in deciding who was to be dropped. It would be unseemly to prejudge the matter, but university administrators at other sites have been known to protect their prerogatives at the expense of faculty and to use "downsizing" as an opportunity to cut opponents down to size.

If the American Chemical Society, the American Physical Society, and the Federation of American Societies for Experimental Biology do not check listings against the AAUP's censure list, that speaks worlds about their indifference to academic freedom, not about the legitimacy of AAUP's role in defending that freedom.

"Tenure police," my foot! Has Science joined Representative Dingell in concluding that academia is one grand corrupt savings and loan association?

Leon Eisenberg  
Department of Social Medicine,  
Harvard Medical School,  
25 Shattuck Street,  
Boston, MA 02115

 Corrections and Clarifications

In the News & Comment article "Is the wolf finally at the door?" by David P. Hamilton (10 July, p. 157), several decimal places were dropped when the difference between the Bush Administration's requested 1993 National Institutes of Health budget and that agreed upon by a House of Representatives subcommittee was reported. The correct amount is $200 million, not $200,000.

In This Week in Science for 12 June (p. 1495), the first sentence of the item "Oxytocin is a peptide hormone secreted from the posterior pituitary that causes uterine contractions and is used to induce labor."
STATISTICA/\textsuperscript{w} (for Windows) Complete Statistical System with thousands of on-screen customizable, presentation-quality graphs fully integrated with all procedures. Complete Windows 3.1 support, DDE, OLE, TT-fonts, multiple toolbars, right mouse button support. Unlimited numbers of data-, results-, and graph-windows. Inter-window integration: data, results, and graphs can be treated as objects and converted into one another in a number of ways. The largest selection of statistics and graphs in a single system: comprehensive implementations of: Exploratory techniques; multi-way tables with banners (presentation-quality reports); nonparametrics; distribution fitting; multiple regression; general nonlinear estimation; stepwise logit/probit; general ANOVA/MANOVA; stepwise discriminant analysis; log-linear analysis; factor analysis; cluster analysis; multidimensional scaling; canonical correlation; item analysis/reliability; survival analysis; time series modeling; forecasting; lag analysis; quality control; process analysis; experimental design (with Taguchi); and much more. Manuals with comprehensive introductions to each procedure and examples. Hypertext-based Stat Advisor expert system. Extensive data management facilities (spreadsheet with long formulas, block operations, advanced clipboard support, DDE hot links, relational merge, data verification, powerful programming language). Batch command language and macros also supported, "turn-key system" options. All output displayed in Scrollsheets\textsuperscript{TM} (dynamic, customizable, presentation-quality tables with toolbars, pop-up windows, and instant 2D, 3D, and multiple graphs). Extremely large analysis designs (e.g., correlation matrices up to 32,000x32,000, unlimited ANOVA designs). Megafiler Manager with up to 32,000 variables (8 Mb) per record. Unlimited size of files; extended ("quadraple") precision; unmatched speed. Exchanges data and graphs with other applications via DDE or an extensive selection of file import/export facilities. Hundreds of types of graphs, including categorized multiple 2D and 3D graphs, matrix plots, icons, and unique multivariate (e.g., 4D) graphs. Facilities to custom design new graphs and add them permanently to menu. On-screen graph customization with advanced drawing tools, interactive stretching and resizing of complex objects, interactive embedding of graphs and artwork, special effects, icons, maps, multi-graphics management, page layout control for slides and printouts; unmatched speed of graph redraw. Interactive rotation, perspective and cross-sections of all 3D and 4D graphs. Extensive selection of tools for graphical exploration of data: fitting, smoothing, overlaying, spectral planes, projections, layered compressions, marked subsets. \textbf{Price \$995.}
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STATISTICA/\textsuperscript{dos} (for DOS) A STATISTICA/\textsuperscript{w}-compatible data analysis system. \textbf{Price \$795.}
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A.L.F.™ DNA Sequencer helps AZT fight HIV

Accurate detection of heterozygote point mutations has enormous potential as a clinical research tool. Nothing illustrates this better than the recent spectacular analysis of emerging AZT resistant HIV species by direct, solid phase genomic sequencing with A.L.F.™ DNA Sequencer.

The non-edited data output above shows DNA sequences of HIV RT from a patient undergoing AZT treatment. This clean sequence with little background signal emphasizes the suitability of A.L.F. for direct genomic sequencing of clinical samples. Detailed analysis revealed dynamic changes in base composition.

Take a close look at the changes A.L.F. detected at position 42. The C residue after 10 months treatment became a 50% A/C mixture at 18 months and a clear A nucleotide at 27 months. With a secondary shift from A to G at position 41, Thr69 changed to Asp, a substitution not previously reported.

Only the Automated Laser Fluorescent detection system of A.L.F. combines all the advantages for detecting point mutations like these.

Fixed laser detection of sample bases is essential to reduce background noise. With its unique fixed laser (A.L.F. has no moving parts apart from the door), background noise is lower than other sequencers. Hence its base calling is more accurate.

And because A.L.F. uses just one single fluorescent label, you don't have to worry about spectral overlaps and mobility shifts, which again makes base calling more accurate.

Furthermore, the well-proven Sanger technique, already cited more than 20,000 times, leaves nothing to chance with the reaction chemistry. A.L.F. thus provides the accuracy needed to yield the "consensus" sequence of viral genomes in samples from HIV-1 infected patients treated with AZT.

So with A.L.F. generating precision data like this, clinical researchers can rapidly determine the molecular basis for drug resistance and more effectively plan treatment with alternative drugs or combinations of drugs. And, of course, direct DNA sequencing with A.L.F. has plenty of other clinical applications in areas such as infectious diseases, cancer, genetic disorders and forensics.

Ask for more details and a reprint of the reference.

1. Dynamic changes in HIV-1 quasispecies from azidothymidine (AZT) treated patients. FAESB Journal 6 (1992), Wahlberg, J., Albert, J., Lundberg, J., Cox, S., Wahren, B., Uhlen, M.
Gain 50% or more space and keep a cleaner environment with the new Low Profile Micro-Isolator™ and new Formed Lid.

Introducing the Micro-Isolator LP™

Standard Cage:
The cage of the Micro-Isolator remains the same. You can simply order new Micro-Isolator tops and formed frame lids and use them with your existing cage bottoms. Cages with automatic air and water and supporting racks are also available.
NEW FORMED LID:
The key to the tighter seal of the new Micro-Isolator LP is the stainless steel, formed lid with a smooth flat rim which also helps prevent bedding and particulate from escaping the cage.

NEW LOW PROFILE MICRO-ISOLATOR TOP:
The much lower height of our new Micro-Isolator filter top helps create the space reduction while maintaining the same internal environmental conditions as the standard Micro-Isolator filter top. Our unique patented Micro-Isolator filter top keeps the filter media untouched by hands and can't be dislodged or damaged by normal use.

Many of our customers asked for a Micro-Isolator™ system that was more space efficient and effectively contained bedding material. Lab Products, Inc. came back with the Micro-Isolator LP™, a new standard in housing for mice, designed to maximize your rack capacity and keep your shelves cleaner.

For example, 126 new Micro-Isolator LP cages can now be stacked onto a shelf rack where, typically, only 84 cages would fit. This means fewer racks, and fewer racks mean more space available for other functions—a valuable savings on lab real estate. (Where you formerly used 3 rooms, you can now use 2).

You can realize cost efficiencies, as well, on cleaning and sterilization.

The new cages also come fitted with optional automatic air and watering valves, part of our Micro-Isolator Plus™ and Micro-Isolator VCL™ environmental control systems for dramatically reduced ammonia, CO₂, and humidity within the cage.

Your Lab Products salesperson will be happy to detail how you can benefit from these new improvements.
After PCR* amplification...

A 30-minute revolution in DNA/primer separation.

Amicon's Centricon®-100 microconcentrator eliminates time-consuming gel electrophoresis or chromatographic steps in purifying amplified DNA samples. Its 100,000 MW cut-off YM membrane removes >95% of excess primers and salts in one 30-minute spin. Ultrafiltration rates are achieved in a standard, fixed-angle rotor centrifuge.

For more information, please call 1-800-4-AMICON.

Amicon, Inc., 72 Cherry Hill Drive, Beverly, MA 01915

*PCR (polymerase chain reaction) is covered by U.S. Patents issued to Cetus Corporation
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Generate unidirectional nested-deletions in target DNA cloned in M13 using a novel single-step reaction* for efficiency and ease in DNA sequencing.

Random deletions are created by full circle primer extension reactions, using primer with a 10 base fixed sequence on 5' end and 6 base "poly-prime" sequence with mixed specificities on 3' end.

"Poly-primer" induces priming of extension reactions at random sites in target DNA. Only full circle extensions that include deletion of the 4 tandem Eco K sites will grow in JM101 Eco K+ host cells.

* Wenyan Shen and Mary M. Waye (1989) Gene 70, 205-211
SOMETIMES, LESS IS MORE.

The ECM 600 Electroporation System costs LESS yet offers MORE for your money.
- More accurate results with self-contained monitoring.
- Higher efficiencies with all cell type flexibility.
- More advanced technology offers effortless operation.
- Single unit design uses less valuable lab space.
- Shock proof, arc proof and short circuit proof.
  More safety for your lab.

BTX Inc. is the pioneer and technological leader in electroporation. Electronic Genetics® is our only business. BTX guarantees a total commitment to superior quality, outstanding technical support and friendly customer service. Contact BTX for the local representative in your area.

11199 Sorrento Valley Road
San Diego, CA 92121-1334
1-800-289-2465
FAX 619-597-9594

CAS offers quick, convenient access to both protein and nucleic acid sequence information in the REGISTRY File on STN International®. Search and display in sequence notation and find:
- Comprehensive coverage — around 200,000 protein and 100,000 nucleic acid sequence records
- Sequences from patents as well as journals
- Chemically/genetically modified sequences — available now for proteins, coming soon for nucleic acids
- GenBank Accession Numbers and locus names for many nucleic acids
- Bibliographic data, including CA® abstracts
- Links to related files on STN, including CA, BIOSIS Previews®, RN, MEDLINE, CIN, PHAR, and GenBank
  All this is online on STN International!

For a free brochure, return the coupon.
Fax: 614-447-3713 Phone: 800-933-4350 or 614-447-3731
Please send a free brochure about sequence searching on STN.

Name ____________________________
Job Title ____________________________
Organization ____________________________
Street ____________________________
City ____________________________ State ______ Zip ______

Return to:
STN International
c/o CAS
Marketing Dept. 45492
2540 Olentangy River Road
P.O. Box 3012
Columbus, OH 43210-0012

CAS is a division of the American Chemical Society and operates STN International in North America

CAS
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MicroBeta™ serves all of your micro-plate label assays right through to results print-out

In applications like, cytotoxicity, coated plate immunoassays, homogeneous immunoassays/SPA, labelled cell assays, membrane receptor assays, Cerenkov counting, multi-label assays and work with coated beads, the use of microtitration plates has become universal. Accessories and sample handling equipment are designed for this format. Now, at last, the counting end is secured too. With MicroBeta, we can offer you the best available counting technology, moulded to suit the way you work - on standard microtitration plates.

**MicroBeta™ - another 1st from Wallac**
- Allows fast multidetector counting of 16 plates, any combination of 24- or 96-well, per loading
- Free plate counting - does not require special, expensive opaque plates
- Saves space - it's only a quarter the size of a conventional LSC
- Assures all the reliability of the liquid scintillation counting technique
- Is supported by everything you need in the way of accessories and applications info
- Comes in a version to suit your exact needs

MicroBeta is a trademark of Wallac Oy, Finland

Wallac Inc., 9238 Gaither Road, Gaithersburg, MD 20877, Telephone: 301-963-3200, 800-638-6692
Telecopier: 301-963-7780
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Geltrek is an A to Z System. Complete with devices, a full range of pre-cast gels, premixed ACS and ultra pure grade buffers, dedicated function, power supplies, premix staining systems and instant sample well forming combs.

**PRODUCT FEATURES - PLEASE READ CAREFULLY**

**PCL CONTROL** - Our revolutionary Polymer Chain Length (PCL) Control Technology permits us to optimize the Polymer Chain Length throughout the entire Gel Gradient. This triples the resolving power of the gel, allowing the size of the Minigel to be reduced by a factor of three without ANY loss in resolving power.

**PCL CONTROL** - Permits very high voltage gradients approaching that of capillary electrophoresis conditions, yielding capillary E.P. resolution capability and:

A) 20 minute run times - 5 times faster than Minigels
B) Only one third the reagent cost of Minigels
C) Precast gels at half the cost of high quality Minigels
D) Compatibility with ALL protocols: 1D, 2D, IEF, blotting etc.
E) Results are directly transferrable to 35mm or 70 mm slides.
F) Time/"$" saved: Geltrek COMPLETELY pays for itself before the 10th gel run. After that, it's "$" in the bank.

10-20% SDS MICROPAGE of 9 different species of bacteria (lanes 2-9), and two Walleye fish muscle M.W. controls (lanes 1 and 11).

**ZAXIS, INC.**

1658 STATE ROAD
CUYAHOGA FALLS, OHIO U.S.A. 44223
1-(216) 928-6500

New Dimensions in Technology
Creators of the Geltek System.
ORDER TOLL FREE
1-800-352-7921
TECHNICAL SERVICE/INFO (216) 928-6500
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DNA SEQUENCING

Sequencing strategies custom-tailored for your projects and budget.

- Manual sequencing (Sanger Method)
- Automated (ABI 373A)
- Rapid turn-around time
- Sequences guaranteed
- Complete confidentiality assured

Lofstrand Labs Limited
“Highest quality sequencing at the lowest price”
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Ready-To-Use In Your Filter Hybridizations

Lofstrand Labs has developed a unique, READY-TO-USE Prehybe DNA product. Our product is pre-sheared at non-random sites, resulting in high concentrations at low viscosity. Thus, it is:

- EASY TO USE
- INEXPENSIVE
- CONVENIENT

Our Prehybe DNA products include Herring Sperm, Salmon Sperm, and Calf Thymus.

Call today for more information and to place your order!

LOFSTRAND LABS LIMITED
7961 Cessna Avenue, Gaithersburg, MD 20879 USA
1-800-541-0362 • Outside the USA 1-301-330-0111
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Paper Versus Polystyrene: A Complex Choice

A Policy Forum
Reprinted from Science

MARTIN B. HOCKING

This provocative study, reprinted from the 1 February 1991 issue of Science, examines the relative merits of paper versus polystyrene foam as the material of construction for hot drink containers in fast food or other single use applications. The author argues that choosing between paper and polystyrene is a complex issue. Four pages.

Reprint Price Total # ordered Subtotal
1–20 $3.50
21–29 $2.75 CA shipment, add tax
30 or more $2.25 Total

Name
Address
City
State Zip

All orders must be prepaid. Make checks payable to AAAS. Please allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery.

Mail to:
Corrine Harris, AAAS/Reprints
1333 H Street, N.W., Washington, DC 20005
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We'll Help You Build A New Lab

Let the free Science product information service put you in touch with the vendors whose products you will need.

Simply write us a letter stating the specifics about your proposed lab and the instruments and supplies you need. We will do the rest. Write to:

SCIENCE Magazine
New Lab Service Department
1333 H Street, N.W., Rm 830
Washington, DC 20005
Wouldn't It Be Nice If Automated DNA Sequencers Spoke The Same Language As Researchers?

Why be forced into reading chromatogram-like peaks when you can see your data the way you're used to seeing it: as sequence ladders.

The new BaseStation™ Automated DNA Sequencer from Millipore reads, analyzes and presents data as familiar four-lane sequence ladders. In fact, it's the only sequencer to display data this way.

The system is able to accomplish this because of the novel way it looks at DNA fragments in a gel. Light emitted by fluorescing DNA is captured inside a charge coupled device (CCD) camera. The CCD is a matrix array of thousands of individual detectors, each capable of registering a single photon of light. This lets the camera see DNA as well-defined bands, allowing for accurate interpretation of data.

Up to 20 kb of primary sequence can be analyzed every day. Over 500 bases are run per sample, with 98% of the first 400 identified unambiguously by the BaseStation system.

The BaseStation system also analyzes your data in real time. A Fluorogram™ (similar to an autoradiogram) is displayed on screen as the bands move down the gel, so you can assess the quality of the sequencing chemistry. A typical run takes 7 hours, including pre-electrophoresis and loading. When it's done, so is your analysis.

And our DNA Sequence Manager makes reviewing data simple. It automatically generates "contigs" from your sequence sets. And to aid in resolving areas of ambiguity, the system can also display the original Fluorogram image.

For a demonstration or more complete information, call 800-225-1380 in the U.S.; in Japan call (81) (3) 3474-9111; and in Europe call (33) 1.30.12.72.34.
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The Start Of Something Big: Ribonolactone

D-Ribono-1, 4-lactone and its 2,3-O-isopropylidene derivative have been the starting points for the synthesis of a wide variety of natural products, C-glycosides and carbocycles. We now offer both of these important chiral starting materials, in addition to our wide selection of other sugar lactones. All are available in quantities to meet your needs: research through scale-up. Write or call for a technical brochure and price list and see how Ribonolactone can be the start of something big for you.

PFANSTIEHL LABORATORIES, INC.
The source for carbohydrate chemistry
1219 Glen Rock Avenue/Waukegan, IL 60085-0439
Tel.: 1-708/623-0370/Toll Free: 1-800/383-0126
FAX:708/383-9173
77-W

GENOME MAPS III

Be sure to order your reprints of the Genome Maps III, featured in the 2 October 1992 issue of SCIENCE Magazine. This colorful 21" x 32" foldout wall-chart focuses on the X chromosome. It includes a disease-related gene table and a summary of the state of physical and genetic mapping over the whole chromosome. The gene table focuses on current findings and will also show which regions will be centers of important research in the future. The summary will also update mapping activities on all chromosomes. Order your copies of the Genome Maps III by completing the coupon today! Please make checks payable to SCIENCE (US funds only). Prepaid orders only.

To order your copy please send $8.00 plus postage to:
Postage (per copy):
US - $1.50
Intl Air - $5.00
Intl Surface - $2.00

Name ___________________________ State ___ Zip ________
Address ___________________________
City ___________________________

Method of Payment: Visa ___ Mastercard ___ Check enclosed ___
# _______ Total number ordered @ $8.00
$ _______ Subtotal
$ _______ For shipment to California add applicable sales tax.

Visa & Mastercard orders accepted by fax (202) 682-0816

SAVE YOUR COPIES OF SCIENCE

These custom-made, imprinted cases and binders are ideal for protecting your valuable SCIENCE copies from damage. Each binder or case holds one volume of SCIENCE, or 13 weekly issues—order four binders or cases to hold a complete year of issues. Constructed from reinforced board and covered with durable, leather-like red material and stamped in gold, the cases are V-notched for easy access; binders have a special spring mechanism to hold individual rods which easily snap in.

Quantity Cases Binders
One $ 7.95 $ 9.95
Two $14.95 $18.95
Four $27.95 $35.95

SCIENCES
Jesse Jones Industries, Dept. SCE
499 East Erie Avenue
Philadelphia, PA 19134

Enclose $ ___ for Cases; $___ for Binders. Add $1 per case/binder for postage & handling. Outside USA $2.50 per case/binder (US funds only). PA residents add 7% sales tax.

Print Name ____________________________
Address ____________________________
City ____________________________
State/Zip ____________________________

CHARGE ORDERS (Minimum $15): Am Ex, Visa, MC, DC accepted. Send card name, #, Exp. date.

CALL TOLL FREE 7 days, 24 hours 1-800-825-6690

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
Carl Zeiss makes that difference by creating advanced microscopes of unparalleled quality. Quality that helps you achieve the superior results required in today's competitive environment.

“I SEE THAT DIFFERENCE IN AN IMAGE SO CRISP, SO TRUE, I HAVE NO DOUBTS I'M SEEING AND RECORDING MY RESULTS WITH GREATER RESOLUTION THAN EVER BEFORE.”

We see to it that our exclusive infinity color-corrected optics are crafted and aligned to perfection. And that our large fields of view and brilliant illumination leave nothing to the imagination.

“I EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE WHEN MY ZEISS SPECIALIST HELPS ME SOLVE A MICROSCOPY PROBLEM FROM A NEW POINT OF VIEW.”

No one knows more about finding the best solutions than Carl Zeiss. That's evident in the way we educate our representatives so they can help you to get the most from your microscope.

“AND YOU KNOW WHAT? MY ZEISS SCOPE WAS WELL WITHIN MY BUDGET.”

It is surprising, but Zeiss quality doesn’t cost more than ordinary microscopes. Plus, we give you the added value of more reliable performance, outstanding innovation and fast customer service.

“IF CARL ZEISS QUALITY CAN MAKE SUCH A DIFFERENCE IN A DAY, WHAT WILL IT DO IN A CAREER?”

Carl Zeiss, Inc.
Microscope Division
One Zeiss Drive
Thornwood, New York 10594
800-233-2343 • Fax 914-681-7446
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Sail Through Your Data Bank Submissions with Authorin™

The fastest, easiest, most accurate way to submit nucleic acid and protein sequences... and it's FREE.

Most journals require that you submit your sequence to one of the data banks before they can publish your sequence data.

**Authorin** software makes data bank submissions a breeze. Use it to describe your DNA and protein sequences and to submit them directly to the nucleic acid and protein sequence data banks. Authorin submissions take less time for the data bank to process—you'll often have an accession number for your sequence the same day you submit it.

**Authorin** is available from the GenBank® Sequence Data Bank in both IBM PC and Apple® Macintosh® formats. There is no cost for the program. Please specify the format you need when you place your order and be sure to include your postal mailing address.

*Order your free copy today!*
1-800-477-2459
authorin@genbank.bio.net

*or write us at:*

**GenBank**
The Genetic Sequence Data Bank
c/o Intelligenetics, Inc.
700 East El Camino Real
Mountain View, CA 94040
415-962-7364

GenBank is a registered trademark of the National Institutes of Health. Apple and Macintosh are registered trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc.

Macintosh Circle #18
IBM PC Circle #19


30. P. Farci, unpublished data.


35. We thank B. Hollinger for strain R of HCV, P. Lusso for critical comments, and T. Heishman and L. Moore for editorial assistance. Liver biopsies from one chimpanzee were evaluated by the late H. Popper, the rest were evaluated by one of us (S.G.).
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"The universe is 10 billion years old. You don't think that calls for a little celebration?"

"Nick Downes"
“Great Idea!”

That’s what one conferee exclaimed about Science Innovation ’92. In fact, the meeting was such a success, we can’t wait to tell you about next year’s.

Mark your calendar now because Science Innovation ’93 promises even more opportunity for scientists like you to explore and discuss new research techniques—new tools to enhance the way you do research. The program is being developed... the speakers are being invited... the exhibitors are lining up... and the conferees are budgeting—all for this exciting annual event.

Science Innovation ’93 provides a link between theory and experiment, emphasizing techniques and principles that transcend disciplinary lines.

The unique program structure allows you to gain a broad perspective of several technologies at each morning’s plenary session, focus on specific techniques within one of these technologies at an early afternoon technology workshop, and discover how to apply a new tool or instrument to your research at a late afternoon industry-sponsored workshop.

Throughout the day, talk one-on-one with instrument suppliers at the exhibits, and with fellow researchers demonstrating their latest techniques in the poster sessions. And with so many opportunities to develop new contacts, you’ll be sure to expand your network of research colleagues.

Use the coupon below to find out more about...

Science Innovation ’93
The Conference on New Research Techniques
6–10 August 1993, Boston
SIXTEENTH ANNUAL
BRISTOL-MYERS SQUIBB AWARD
FOR DISTINGUISHED ACHIEVEMENT IN
CANCER RESEARCH

Bristol-Myers Squibb Company presents an annual award to a scientist making an outstanding contribution in cancer research. The candidates for the award are to be nominated by medical schools, freestanding hospitals and cancer research centers.

AWARD: US$50,000
Deadline for Receipt of Nominations: November 20, 1992
Announcement of Award Recipient: April 1993

SELECTION COMMITTEE

IRWIN H. KRAKOFF, M.D.      Selection Committee Chairman,
ROBERT C. BAST, JR., M.D.     University of Texas M. D. Anderson Cancer Center
RONALD HERBERMAN, M.D.        Duke Comprehensive Cancer Center
GEORGE KLEIN, M.D.            Pittsburgh Cancer Institute
MARC E. LIPPMAN, M.D.         The Karolinska Institute
FRANCO MUGGIA, M.D.           Lombardi Cancer Center, Georgetown University
HERBERT M. PINEDO, M.D., Ph.D. Kenneth Norris Jr. Comprehensive Cancer Center, USC
ALAN C. SARTORELJ, Ph.D.      The Netherlands Cancer Institute
TAKASHI SUGIMURA, M.D.        Yale Comprehensive Cancer Center
I. BERNARD WEINSTEIN, M.D.    National Cancer Center, Japan
                                Columbia University Comprehensive Cancer Center

Rules and official nomination forms are available from: Secretary, Award Committee, Bristol-Myers Squibb Award for Distinguished Achievement in Cancer Research, 345 Park Avenue, Room 21-59, New York, NY 10154-0037, or call (212) 546-5107.
nature of the so-called central engine, which supplies the energy needed to accelerate beams of particles to relativistic velocities.

One of the most exciting discoveries in recent years was reported in the paper by Krichbaum et al., who detected radio emission from several quasars and blazars that appear to vary in strength by some 10 percent on the surprisingly short time scale of only a few hours. The reality of the rapid variations was convincingly demonstrated by simultaneous observations, made with the 100-meter radio telescope in Germany and the Very Large Array telescope in New Mexico, with remarkable agreement to a fraction of a percent.

If the variations are intrinsic to the source, simple light travel time arguments suggest that the dimensions of the radiating region are incredibly small, less than a few light hours across. Even allowing for the effects of relativistic time dilation, the apparent size of the radiating region is too small to account for the high radio luminosity by the same synchrotron radiation process generally believed responsible for the radio emission from galaxies and quasars.

Attempts to interpret the observed variations as an extrinsic effect of the intervening medium are attractive because they avoid embarrassing theoretical problems. One idea is that the rapid variability is due to gravitational microlensing by stars located in intervening galaxies. However, the observed variations are wavelength-dependent, whereas gravitational effects should be achromatic. According to the discovery team, refractive interstellar scintillation from propagation effects in the interstellar medium "is a more plausible cause of the rapid radio variations" that they observed. However, in one of the most extreme examples, the radio variations were accompanied by rapid optical variations that appear to be correlated with them and clearly cannot be due to propagation effects through the ionized interstellar medium. Further observational and theoretical studies of intraday variability of blazars are expected to give a wealth of information about the physical conditions in the nucleus of galaxies and about particle acceleration mechanisms. If the correlation between intraday radio and optical variability of blazars is confirmed and extended to other objects, astronomers will be forced to interpret the variability in terms of an intrinsic phenomenon, presenting new challenges to their interpretation.

K. I. Kellermann 
National Radio Astronomy Observatory, Charlottesville, VA 22903